Spring 2023 Dean’s List
College of Agriculture Environment and Nutrition Sciences

To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must have the following:

1. A minimum overall grade point average of 2.00.
2. Achieve a grade point average of no less than 3.25 for a given semester.
3. Pass at least 12 semester hours for a given semester unless the official curriculum in which the student is enrolled required fewer than 12 hours.

Ahmani, Kailah
Allen, Alexis
Alridge, Aria
Amin, Shacari
Anderson, Corey
Angeletti, Dheaven
Arias, Victoria
Armstead, Alicia
Asberry, Najah
Baker, Victoria
Barkley, Makayla
Beale, Elice
Blair, Khaliah
Blue, Anali
Bond, Amaru
Bowles, Zharia
Braynon, Hali
Brooks, Sayah
Brown, Jaden
Brown, Zoe
Bynum, Brianna
Carter, Brielle
Christopher, Kyla
Cole, Kalyn
Coleman, Makya
Colley, Charlye
Deleon, Mekhi
Denkins, Allenson
Dorsey, Danielle
Dupree-Crawford, Ariyah
Durham, Lakiah
Dyson, Maki
Elder, Raymond
Ellison, Ashia
Elmore, Avery
Evans, Mikaila
Finch, Domonique
Fleming, Savannah
Fletcher, Angeleyah
Fowler, Emon
Freeman, Em'Maya
Gamble, Ayanna
Gary, Victoria
Gilbert, Asia
Goard, Nadiyah
Godbolt, Rayven
Gonzalez, Destiny
Grant, Kayla
Grant, Jacob
Gravenor, Brandi
Gray, Aysha
Gresham, Kiyanni
Griffin, Beyonce
Hall, Elissa
Harper, Olivia
Harris, Jayla
Hayes, Savannah
Heard, Kynadi
Henderson, Kayli
Henderson, Kimberly
Hillman, Cherish
Holliman, Olivia
Hugee, Kamyah
Hutchins, Antonio
Hutchinson, Olivia
Jackson, Carlos
James, D'Leijah
Jarrell, Helynn
Jenkins, Tanaiyah
Jernigan, Jasalyn
Jones, Imani
Jones, Nevada
Jones, Caris
Joseph, Giani
Keeton, Saniya
Kennedy, Saxton
Kidd, Kiara
Knox, Camiyah
Lee, Emmanuel
Lee, Caya
Lewis, Sebastian
Light, Kailey
Luster, Kynidi
Lynum-Williams, Terrilyn
Macklin, Brooklyn
Magwood, CeVante
Manuel, Kennedy
Martin, Kaitlin
McIntosh, Zahra
McKinstry, Amir
McKithen, Anthony
McLendon, Asia
Miller, Lindsey
Moore, Gequanda
Moore, Zoey
Muhammad, Nandi
Ollivierre-Davis, Mary Margaret
Oville, Marshall
Palmore, Ayana
Patterson, Diallo
Peebles, Tania
Phillips, Catelyn
Preston, Nora
Ranselle, Elise
Richardson, Amaya
Roberts, Ramon
Ross, Matyia
Ryce, Kameryn
Saine, Maxwell
Saunders, Leah
Savage, Ocean
Shelton, Ashton
Smith, Alexis
Smith, Chase
Smith, Tamea
Smith, Kennedy
Smith, Keyurah
Smith, Khori
Smith, Naja
Snead III, Robert
Spears, Chancellor
Spivery, Amara
Taylor, Jaidyn
Thompson, Makenzie
Thompson-Terry, Isaiah
Vincent, Brianna
Wakefield, Kelleigh
Walden, Kendall
Walker, Hannah
Watson, Madya
Webster, Autumn
White, Diandre
Williams, Simone
Woodall, Akya